2021 Pathway Bikeway Map
Update
The City of Calgary Pathway and Bikeway map helps many
Calgarians explore the City by foot, by bike, by skate, and by
scooter. The map has not been updated in almost 15 years;
however, our brand standards have changed in that time, and
more importantly, our understanding of where people feel
comfortable walking, biking, and wheeling has changed. More and
more people are trying cycling and wheeling for the first time
and/or are travelling with their families. We want to make it easy to
plan a route and explore the City based on the infrastructure that
people can feel comfortable travelling on.

What has changed?
•
•

•

Simplified: The new map is simplified – we have removed
outdated information.
Route comfort: Routes are now categorized by “level of
comfort” – ranging from fully separated and dedicated
infrastructure to bikeways shared with vehicles on-street.
This differentiation helps tell you what to expect before you
head out and lets you plan your route based on your level
of comfort.
Destinations: The map now identifies many places that
people want to go, including schools, transit stations,
outdoor skating rinks, playgrounds, and tobogganing hills.
This makes it easier for people to get to more of the places
they want to go by foot and by bike.

What has not changed?
•
•
•
•

Safety & education information
Maps are available in print form as well as online at Calgary.ca
Print maps can be found at most local bike shops and City recreation facilities, as well as
other community hubs.
Please see Calgary.ca or call 311 for more details.

Who is the map for?
•
•

•

The map is for any Calgarian or visitors wanting to get out and explore the city.
Our target audience is people who have shown an interest in getting to more places by
foot or by bike but haven’t had the opportunity to do so yet, as well as established
wheelers in Calgary.
By developing a tool that works for those new to walking and biking, it will also serve
everyone better, regardless of your experience on Calgary’s pathways and bikeways.

For more information, visit: Calgary.ca/Pathways or contact 311.

